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* Tank mixing with foliar nitrogen or iron has Toxicological Properties
reduced turf phytotoxicity in certain cases. It is
thought that the nitrogen or iron additives Acute Oral Toxicity LDso(mg/kg)
enhance chlorophyll synthesis which is interrupted Cacodylic Acid 830
by the herbicide. DSMA 1000

MSMA 700

PHENOXIES

Important Members and Formulations (Table 17)

Table 17. Important members of the phenoxy family.

Water Solubility Vapor Pressure
Common Name Trade Name(s) Manufacturer (ppm) (mm Hg @ 20-30° C)

2,4-D Many Many 540-900 0.04 @ 160° C

MCPA MCPA, Weedar Several 825 200 uPA @ 21* C
Sodium, others

2,4-DB Butoxone, Rhone Poulenc insoluble ---
Butyrac

2,4-DP (dichlorprop) Weedone 170, Rhone Poulenc 710 --
others

MCPP (mecoprop) Lescopex, others Lesco, others 620 ---

Members of the phenoxy herbicide family are liquid fertilizer, resulting in clogged
distinguished from one another by the length of, and nozzle orifices and screens;
substituents on the aliphatic chain of carbon atoms or - Nonvolatile under normal field
by the particular substituents and their location on the conditions but can drift with only
ring. slight wind movement;

- A rain-free period of 4 to 6 hours is
Formulations: needed for uptake and effective weed

control.
A. Spray Applications

2. Emulsifiable Concentrates (EC)
1. Water soluble liquids and powders a. Low volatile esters;

a. Amine salts - These are the most b. High volatile esters (prohibited in
commonly available and are Florida);
nonvolatile formulations and have c. Invert ester. These produce an invert
high water solubility. They are also emulsion of water-in-oil when mixed
easy to handle and have an overall with i water. Special application
low cost. They are, however, equipment is required because of
somewhat less effective than most their viscous nature;
other forms of phenoxies. Amine - Esters form emulsions in water and
salts form true solutions in water, but appear milky. If allowed to stand, the
are the least effective of all forms of oil-like droplets may separate.
2,4-D; Agitation is then required;

b. Salts; - e.g., lithium, sodium, - Ester formulations are usually
potassium, and ammonium salts. compatible with fluid fertilizers;
- Can form insoluble precipitates - Ester formulations are quickly
when mixed with hard water (water absorbed by plant foliage and
high in calcium and magnesium) or relatively resistant to removal by rain;


